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Abstract
This article presents the vowel space of English schwa
sound pronounced by Japanese and the problems of its
pronunciation. There is no schwa sound in Japanese, so
this research can help in the pronunciation education of
Japanese learners of English. To make the vowel space,
we analyzed the English learners’ schwa sound and got
the formant values. Then we plotted the vowel space,
and compared it to that of native speakers, determined
the differences, and looked at the causes from phonetics
perspectives. The Japanese schwa vowel space showed
that Japanese are influenced by their native vowels so
their schwa distribution is wider than native speakers’
and biased based on the spelling. The problems are that
Japanese subjects cannot judge what vowels are schwa,
and pronounce words estimated from spelling alone or
pronounced like “ROMAJI” [Roman alphabet]. In ad-
dition, they often pronounce schwa spelled with “i” as
voiceless and pronounce “u” as /

�
/ (the low Japanese

vowel /a/). Learners need to ignore the spelling of un-
stressed vowels and establish a single pronunciation for
schwa.
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1 Introduction
There is no schwa sound in Japanese, so many Japanese
have a problem pronouncing this sound in English.
Schwa is the weak vowel sound in many unstressed syl-
lables, such as the first syllable of “about” and the second
syllable of “given.” [1] By categorizing schwa accord-
ing to surrounding consonant context and the spelling of
the schwa, we can discover learners’ pronunciation prob-
lems and their causes accurately.

The following figures show Japanese and English
vowel space. The vowel space is defined as the area of
the trapezoid formed by the four corner vowels (i, u, æ,
and a) in the F1-F2 (first formant and second formant)
plane. The y-axis is F1, and it is roughly in an inverse
relationship to the height of the speaker’s tongue. The x-
axis is F2, and it is roughly in an inverse relationship to
the backness of the tongue. For example, when a speaker
says Japanese /i/, the tongue position is high and in the
front of the mouth, so F1 is low and F2 is high.

English schwa is in the center of the vowel space for
native speakers of English. I hypothesize that Japanese

pronunciation of English schwa is influenced by the
Japanese language, and schwa will occupy a wide range
in the English vowel space. I further hypothesize that
the pronunciation of English schwa by Japanese speak-
ers will depend on the letter (spelling) that represents
the schwa in the word, because of the influence of RO-
MAJI [Roman alphabet phonetic spelling in Japanese].
Through this research, the weak points of Japanese learn-
ers’ pronunciation of schwa are discovered.

Figure 1: English vowel space (from [2])

Figure 2: Five Japanese vowels (from [3])
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2 Past Research
In past research, Satoi [4] compared the pronunciation
of weak vowels (such as schwa) in Japanese EFL learn-
ers and native English speakers. Japanese pronunciation
of English reduced vowels are more peripheral or dis-
persive in the F1 and F2 formant space than natives’
one. This means Japanese learners’ utterances of re-
duced vowel are close to full vowels acousticaly. Satoi
concluded that to focus on our reduced vowel pronuncia-
tion is important to acquire the rhythm of natural English
utterances.

Shimada [5] categorized English schwa into 5 types as
follows: (1) “initial schwa” - schwa appearing in word-
initial position (e.g., a in “about”, “attend”, or “attack”),
(2) “medial schwa” - schwa appearing in word-medial
position (e.g., a in “gentleman”, er in “manners”, o in
“lemon”, or u in “chorus”), (3) “phrase schwa” - schwa
appearing in a phrase (e.g., the in “the table” or a in
“a window”), (4) “schwa adjacent to k or g” (e.g., o
in “condemn”, or the first o in “to go”), and (5) “final
schwa” - schwa appearing in word-final position (e.g., a
in china). I categorized schwa based on this idea (see
section 3.1.3).

To further test this past research, I began the cur-
rent research with the following two aims: (1) to find
Japanese EFL learners’ weakness in schwa utterance
and (2) to test the dependence on Japanese vowels of
Japanese EFL learners.

3 Method

3.1 Preparation
3.1.1 Participants

In the experiment, sound data was collected from 13 na-
tive Japanese (age 22-23 years) who speak English as a
second language, and 3 native speakers of American En-
glish. The Japanese subjects had all studied English for
10-11 years. Since formant frequencies differ between
males and females, all 16 speakers were male to make
the data uniform. Subjects read words that were dis-
played on the monitor with no bias. They did not know
about the topic of this research, especially the fact that
all stimuli included a schwa sound.

3.1.2 Apparatus

Table 1 shows hardware and software that were used in
the experiment.

3.1.3 Stimuli

First, I will define the contexts in which schwa can oc-
cur. There are 3 types of schwa. The first is appearing in
word-initial position. In this case, schwa appeared only

H1 Computer - Apple Mac OS X version 10.5.6
H2 Pre-Amplifer - Audio-Technica (AT-MA2)
H3 Microphone - SHURE (SM10A-CN)
S1 Microsoft PowerPoint 2004 for Mac
S2 DeltaGraph 5
S3 Praat version 5.0.30
S4 Microsoft Excel 2004 for Mac

Table 1: Hardware and Software used in data collection

followed by a consonant. The second is appearing in
word-medial position. In this case, each schwa is sand-
wiched between two consonants. The last one is appear-
ing in word-final position. In this case, schwa appeared
only preceded by a consonant. In this research, I did not
use the word-final schwa because there are much fewer
words that meet the requirements.

To compare Japanese vowels with English schwa
sound, I selected 10 Japanese words (see Appendix 1).
In addition, I selected 60 English words that are com-
paratively simple and familiar to Japanese EFL students
(see Appendix 2).

For the English words, I took great care to balance the
types of vowels and consonants. First, schwa represented
by the 5 vowel letters (a, e, i, o, u) occurred in 12 words
each. Second, I selected 14 consonants (p, b, t, d, k, g, f,
v, s, z, m, n, r, l), and arranged that they appear preceding
schwa at least 2 times each. Third, I eliminated words
that included schwa and r, like ar, er, ir, or, ur from the
stimuli list because it is difficult to classify such words.
Finally, I also eliminated words that have two adjacent
vowel letters representing one schwa, such as “famous”.
In this research, I focused on words that have only one
schwa sound.

In addition, I used two carrier sentences during data
collection. One is “ ��� �����	��
 [He said .]”
and it was used with Japanese words and only used for
Japanese subjects. The other one is “He said yester-
day.” I inserted English words containing schwa sound
into the carrier sentence so that subjects read the schwa
in a natural environment.

3.2 Procedure
3.2.1 Data collection

I prepared 5 Powerpoint files to display the carrier sen-
tences for data collection. The first one includes 10
Japanese sentences, and the other 4 files include 30 En-
glish sentences each. 60 English sentences (see Ap-
pendix 2) appeared twice. Subjects, wearing a headset
microphone (H3), pronounced the sentence shown on the
monitor (H1) as a slide show. The microphone was con-
nected to the computer’s input jack and recordings were
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made using Praat (S3). New slides are shown every 3
seconds and a short break was taken at the end of each
file. Data collection took about 8 minutes for each sub-
ject. Sound files were stored as WAV files.

3.2.2 Data Analysis

After data collection, I analyzed sound data using Praat
(S3). I opened the data with Praat, and displayed a spec-
trogram on the screen (see Figures 3 and 4). Then, I
found the schwa part of each stimuli, and selected them
like in Figures 3 and 4. When measuring formants, I
measured at the 25% time of word-initial schwa (see
Figure 3), because word-initial schwa is influenced by
the sound after it. I also measured at the 50% time of
word-medial schwa (see Figure 4). Word-medial schwa
is influenced by both sounds around the schwa. Finally,
I measured the F1 and F2 of each schwa sound and
recorded the values in an Excel file.

Figure 3: 25% time of word-initial schwa

Figure 4: 50% time of word-medial schwa

3.2.3 Plotting Vowel Space

I used “DeltaGraph” software to make the vowel space
of subjects. In this research, I chose scatter graph to ex-
press the vowel space. I configured the graphs such that
the horizontal axis is F2 and the vertical axis is F1. In ad-
dition, I also configured the graph axes such that formant
values increased as the horizontal axis moves from right
to left, and the vertical axis moves from top to bottom.
This is a standard way of displaying vowel space, and in
doing so, we can easily compare each vowel space with
the sounds in Figure 1.

4 Results

Figure 5: Schwa by Japanese EFL speakers

Figure 6: Schwa by American-English speakers
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Figure 7: Mean formant value

schwa-jpn schwa-USA vowels-jpn
a - F1 711 527 783
a - F2 1378 1526 1261
e - F1 571 526 498
e - F2 1743 1530 2041
i - F1 404 507 329
i - F2 2007 1448 2251
o - F1 586 525 535
o - F2 1147 1406 812
u - F1 726 529 388
u - F2 1367 1480 1331

Table 2: Mean formant value (Hz)

First, it can be seen that these results agree with my
hypotheses and past research. The vowel space plot in
Figure 5 shows that Japanese speakers are influenced
by their L1 vowels, so their schwa distribution covers
a wide area and is biased based on the spelling. As for
the American English speakers’ schwa, it is obvious that
schwa is stable for each of the 5 spellings (see Figure 6
and Table 2).

Secondly, looking at mean formant values (see Ta-
ble 2), it is clear that Japanese schwa distribution is
wider than that of L1 American-English speakers. The
American-English L1 subjects’ first formant value is
from 507 Hz to 529 Hz and the second formant is from
1406 Hz to 1530 Hz. In contrast, for English schwa pro-
nounced by Japanese, the first formant is from 404 Hz to
726 Hz and the second formant is from 1147 Hz to 2007
Hz.

Finally, notice that despite the fact that for the four
spellings “a”, “e”, “i”, “o” Japanese pronunciation de-

pends on the ROMAJI pronunciation of those vowels,
Japanese speakers tend to pronounce schwa spelled with
“u” as “

�
” (i.e., only “u” schwa does not depend on the

ROMAJI equivalent of the spelling). It should also be
noted that, for “i” schwa, I found some schwa sounds
that are pronounced as voiceless vowels by Japanese
subjects. This was especially true in the case of “i” in
capital(pi), possible(si), beautiful(ti).

5 Discussion
At first, I will explain the finding of voiceless schwa
sounds for some words. For the 3 words mentioned in
the Results section, the voiceless schwa (spelled “i”) oc-
curred either between two voiceless consonants or fol-
lowing a voiceless consonant (p, s, t, f). In certain cases
in Japanese, L1 speakers do not pronounce high vow-
els (e.g., u in “desu” or i in “sita”). For example, /i/
and /u/ are voiceless if they are no accent and there no
voiced sound near the /i/ and /u/. [6] The pronunciation
patterns of their L1 (Japanese) get transferred to their L2
(English) and so they pronounced “i” schwa as Japanese
voiceless / � / and the formants for these cases of schwa
cannot be measured in the sound data.

/i/ /E/ /A/ /o/
F1 342 580 768 497
F2 2322 1799 1333 910

Table 3: American English full vowel formants (Hz)
(from [7])

Table 3 shows formant values of full vowels produced
by L1 speakers of American English. Comparing this
table and the formant values of schwa by Japanese (in
Table 2), then it turns out that there are similar values in
especially /E/ versus “e”, and /A/ versus both “a” and “u”.
So Japanese subjects are pronouncing schwa as close to
some English full vowels, instead of pronouncing schwa
as a central (unique) vowel.

There are some schwas spelled with “e” that are lo-
cated at “

�
” position in the vowel space. These words

are seven, citizen, and heaven. These “e” schwas depend
on “

�
” (not “ � ”). I think the reason for this is that these

3 words are well known by Japanese in KATAKANA, so
subjects pronounced these words with KATAKANA pro-
nunciation and “e” schwa was mapped to “

�
” location.

Schwa is a “reduced” vowel that native English speak-
ers pronounce with a relaxed tongue position in natural
speech. However, because of the wider schwa distribu-
tion by Japanese subjects, it is clear that they have larger
lingual movements and thus they consume a lot more en-
ergy than L1 speakers when speaking English.
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Finally, regarding the fact (apparent in Figure 5) that
Japanese pronounce “u” schwa as /

�
/ - only “u” schwa

does not depend on ROMAJI, I think the reason for this
is that Japanese subjects are familiar with the stimuli as
KATAKANA in Japanese so subjects pronounced ”u” as
/

�
/ like KATAKANA pronunciation.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The Japanese schwa vowel space showed that Japanese
are influenced by their native vowels so their schwa dis-
tribution is wider than native speakers’ and biased based
on the spelling. The problems are that Japanese subjects
cannot judge what vowels are schwa, and pronounce
words estimated from spelling alone or pronounced like
“ROMAJI” [Roman alphabet]. In addition, they often
pronounce schwa spelled with “i” as voiceless and pro-
nounce “u” as /

�
/ (the low Japanese vowel /a/). If

Japanese can recognize an English word, they apply
KATAKANA pronunciation to it because they are famil-
iar with such pronunciation from high school. Learners
need to ignore the spelling of unstressed vowels and es-
tablish a single pronunciation for schwa.
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Appendix 1
Symbol Stimuli
a aki

aru
e eki

eru
i iki

iru
u uki

uru
o oki

oru

Appendix 2
Symbol Position Stimuli

a word-initial about, accept, again
word-medial available(la), banana(ba),

breakfast(fa), campany(pa),
familiar(fa), fundametntal(da),
Japanese(pa), machine(ma),
magazine(ga)

e word-medial absent(se), apartment(me),
benefit(ne), citizen(ze),
heaven(ve), hundred(re),
item(te), parent(re),
pocket(ke), problem(le),
seven(ve), telephone(le)

i word-medial animal(ni), April(ri),
beautiful(ti), capital(pi),
definition(fi), deposit(si),
examination(mi), experiment(ri),
festival(ti), gravity(vi),
holiday(li), possible(si)

o word-initial official, onion, opinion
word-medial bottom(to), common(mo),

develop(lo), evolution(vo),
innocent(no), purpose(po),
recognize(co), resolution(so)
society(so)

u word-initial umbrella, until, upon
word-medial album(bu), August(gu),

autumn(tu), campus(pu),
focus(cu), industry(du),
minus(nu), success(su),
support(su)


